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dealmakers of the year
When the circumstances demanded innovative solutions,  

these lawyers distinguished themselves.

sixteen top corporate lawyers 

you won’t find our dealmakers of the year wearing 
suspenders and shoulder pads, but otherwise, you’d 
be forgiven for thinking you’d drifted back to the 
eighties. Not since the buyout of RJR Nabisco in 1988 
have private equity funds roiled the capital markets 
the way they did last year. 

Seeking ever-bigger opportunities, private equity 
shops funded acquisitions by forming clubs to pool 
their resources (and in the process, to pool their 
law firms). When clubs became too cumbersome, 
private equity firms sought more predictable cash 
flows and cheaper funding in the public equities and 
debt markets. Buyout targets became increasingly 
exotic as well: a broadcasting syndicate and a casino 
company—both heavily regulated—and a mammoth 
real estate investment trust governed by complex and 
specialized tax laws.

For lawyers, it meant that 2006 was no time to 
sleepwalk through cookie-cutter deals. Innovation 
was key, whether it involved figuring out how to 
translate intellectual property into secured debt, 
finding a new way to fund a baseball stadium, working 
around a freeze on banking licenses, or salvaging a 
supermarket deal. And it all had to be done without a 
Rubik’s Cube. 
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jonathan mechanic  
{ Fried, Frank, Harris,  
Shriver & Jacobson } 

A preemptive offer—and personal  

connections—sealed the deal for an  

NYC landmark.
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measuring 
up

A preemptive offer—and personal  

connections—sealed the deal for  

an NYC landmark.

the august 2006 decision by insurance giant MetLife, 
Inc., to entertain offers for Stuyvesant Town–Peter 
Cooper Village, a multibillion-dollar New York 
landmark, produced a bonanza of bidders. To close the 
deal for his client, Jonathan Mechanic, 54, of New York’s 
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson had to draw on 
both his legal savvy and his personal relationships.

The $5.4 billion sale of Manhattan’s largest 
apartment complex on October 17 involved 110 red-
brick buildings on land adjacent to the East River. 
The complex attracted an onslaught of prospective 
purchasers: developers, investment banks, pension 
funds, REITs, and Arab sheikhs. Matters were further 
complicated when a residents association submitted its 
own $4.5 billion offer.

In the frenzy of bidding, Mechanic had only about 
30 days from contract to close on the offer that his 
client, a joint venture between real estate developer 
Tishman Speyer Properties, L.P., and money manager 
BlackRock, Inc., would submit to MetLife. “When it 
comes to high-pressure situations, Jon has a way of 
really focusing like a laser beam on the most important 
points,” says Robert Speyer, senior managing director 
of Tishman Speyer. Mechanic’s client knew that 
MetLife’s priority was to get a deal done quickly, which 
meant the joint venture had to make an offer attractive 

enough to scare off other bidders who might otherwise 
swoop in with counteroffers.

The joint venture submitted its final proposal 
on a Thursday. On Friday, after a marathon 24-
hour negotiating session, the deal was completed. 
Speyer credits Mechanic with helping to work out 
compromises with MetLife on the aspects of the 
purchase that were most critical to Tishman and 
BlackRock, but in a deal that depended on speed, 
Mechanic’s previous experience with MetLife was 
key. In 2005 he represented another Tishman Speyer 
joint venture that acquired the MetLife Building at 
200 Park Avenue, directly above New York’s Grand 
Central Station, for $1.7 billion—at the time, the 
highest-ever sale price for a single building in the 
United States. “That kind of relationship and trust 
between both lawyers and principals makes it a lot 
easier,” says Mechanic. (MetLife’s senior associate 
general counsel, William Gardella, declined  
to comment.)

Mechanic, chairman of Fried, Frank’s real estate 
department, says he also understands the seller’s 
side, having worked in the early 1980s as general 
counsel of HRO International Ltd., a real estate 
developer. “That gave me the perspective of the 
developer-owner, as opposed to the lawyer who is 

always looking [at a deal] with straight legal eyes,” 
Mechanic says.

In the often insular world of New York real estate, 
Mechanic has benefited from the relationships he’s 
forged. “I like to call him ‘His Excellency’ because 
he’s very personable and knows everybody,” says Burt 
Resnick, chairman and CEO of Jack Resnick & Sons, 
Inc., a signature New York properties owner. 

With New York real estate prices continuing to 
surge, Mechanic can probably count on a few more 
victory laps in 2007.  —Brian Baxter

{ real estate }

{22}consecutive sleepless 
hours spent negotiating 
final proposal.
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